Effects of additional sequences directly downstream from the AUG on the expression of GFP gene.
We have studied the expression of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene to gain more understanding of the effects of additional nucleotide triplets (codons) downstream from the initiation codon on the translation of the GFP mRNA in CHO and Cos1 cells. A leader sequence of six consecutive identical codons (GUG, CUC, AGU or UCA) was introduced into a humanized GFP (hm gfp) gene downstream from the AUG to produce four GFP gene variants. Northern blot and RT-PCR analysis indicated that mRNA transcription from the GFP gene was not significantly affected by any of the additional sequences. However, immunoblotting and FACS analysis revealed that AGU and UCA GFP variants produced GFP at a mean level per cell 3.5-fold higher than the other two GFP variants and the hm gfp gene. [35S]-Methionine labeling and immunoprecipitation demonstrate that GFP synthesis was very active in UCA variant transfected-cells, but not in GUG variant and hm gfp transfected-cells. Moreover, proteasome inhibitor MG-132 treatment indicated that the GFPs encoded by each of the GFP variants and the hm gfp were equally stable, and this together with the comparable mRNA levels observed for each construct suggested that the different steady-state GFP concentrations observed reflected different translation efficiencies of the various GFP genes. In addition, the CUC GFP variant, when transiently transfected into CHO or COS-1 cells, did not produce any GFP expressing cells (fully green cells), and the GUG variant produced GFP expressing cells less than 10%, while AGU and UCA GFP variants up to 30-35% in a time course study from 8 to 36 h posttransfection. Analysis of the potential secondary structure of the GFP variant mRNAs especially in the translation initiation region suggested that the secondary structure of the GFP mRNAs was unlikely to explain the different translation efficiencies of the GFP variants. The present findings indicate that a change of the initiation context of the GFP gene by addition of extra coding sequence can alter the translation efficiency of GFP mRNA, providing a means of more efficient expression of GFP in eukaryotic cells.